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In this paper, we analyze the structure ol the global attractor of the coupled 
Josephson junction system system and prove that there exists a unique invariant 
“restricted horizontal” curve when the “damping” is not small and the “coupling” 
is not very weak. This invariant curve plays a very important role in analyzing the 
dynamical behavior of the system. When the “damping” is large enough, the unique 
invariant curve is globally attracting so that the system behaves exactly as a one- 
dimensional system. ? 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there has been considerable interest in the study of the dynami- 
cal behavior of Josephson junctions. Much progress on the dynamical 
behavior of a single Josephson junction system (in the following, we will 
say J-J system) has been made by numerical calculations, experiments, and 
theoretical analysis [14]. Also there are some theoretical, experimental, 
and numerical results about coupled J-J systems [S-7], 
where y is called the coefficient of the “damping” of the system, K is the 
coefficient of the “coupling.” 
The aim of this paper is to reduce (1.1) to some one-dimensional system 
and then to analyze its dynamical behavior when y is large and K is not 
very small. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 11, we 
prove that, for any K > 1, there exists a 7” > 0 such that, for any y > y. and 
I> 0, there exists a global attractor of ( 1.1) and there exists an invariant 
restricted horizontal curve (circle) in the global attractor for the Poincart 
map with some time T (T > 0 large enough). This invariant curve will play 
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an important role in analyzing the dynamical behavior of (1.1). In 
Section III, we prove the existence of the rotation number of the system in 
terms of the invariant curve. Also, if there exists more than one periodic 
solution, we prove that they are phase locked to each other (the meaning 
of phase locked will be given later). In Section IV, we prove that there 
exists a unique invariant restricted horizontal curve when K > 1, y > yO, 
and ZaO. If the rotation number is zero, this unique invariant curve 
consists of all the equilibrium points of the system and their unstable 
manifolds. If the rotation number is nonzero, the unique invariant curve is 
a periodic orbit. So, in fact, the periodic orbit is unique. Furthermore, for 
given K> 1, I> 0, there exists a ‘y10 (y”, > y,,) large enough so that, when 
y > ‘yO, the unique invariant restricted horizontal curve is globally 
attracting. Thus, the system behaves exactly as a one-dimensional system. 
In Section V, we consider the coupled J-J systems with ac-current (time 
dependent J-J systems). We prove that many properties of the couple J-J 
system without ac-current are also true for the system with ac-current. 
We thank Professor Jack Hale, who gave us many important suggestions 
and influenced the development of this paper. 
II. EXISTENCE OF A GLOBAL ATTRACTOR AND AN INVARIANT MANIFOLD 
In this section, we consider the coupled Josephson junction equations 
65’,+y~,+sin~,+K(~,-~,)=I 
$2 + rd2 + sin d2 + K(#* - 4,) = 0, 
(2.1) 
where K> 0, y > 0, y* > 5K, and I> 0. We will prove the existence of a 
global attractor of (2.1) and the existence of an invariant manifold of (2.1) 
in the global attractor. In the following sections, we will see that this 
invariant manifold plays a very important role in analyzing the properties 
of the system (2.1). 
11.1. Boundedness of the Solutions 
In order to prove the existence of the global attractor and the invariant 
manifold of (2.1), first, we discuss the boundedness of lti1 -&I. For this 
purpose, we rewrite (2.1) in terms of x=4,-&, y=)(4i+&): 
.%+yi++sin i x cosy+2K x-;~ =0 
( > 
(2.2) 
j; + yp + sin y cos k x = i. 
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The equivalent first order system is 
f=u 
1 
ti= -yu-2sinZxcos y-2K 
(2.3) 
j=v 
1 1 
d= -yv-sin ycos 2 x+2 I, 
Our lirst result on boundedness is contained in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. On the x-u plane, there exists a smooth closed curve r such 
that, if Q is the closed region bounded by I-, then, for any 
txo, uo, YO, t’o) E R4, there exists a T > 0 such that, for t > T, the solution 
(x(t), u(t), y(t), v(t)) of (2.3) with initiaf conditions t =O, x=x0, y= y,, 
u = U(l, 1: = v. satisfies (x(t), u(t)) E 52. Furthermore, if (x0, uo) E Q, then, for 
any t>,O, (x(t), u(t))EQ. 
Proof: Let MO = 3 + I. We consider the two sets of equations 
.t=u 
(2.4) 
ti=-yu-2Kx+M, 
ti= -yu-2Kx-MO. 
(2.5) 
Obviously, (2.4) and (2.5) are symmetric about the origin. (M,/2K, 0), 
(-M,/2K, 0) are the equilibrium points of (2.4) and (2.5), respectively. 
Now we take a point P,(x,, 0) on the x-u plane, and x, < -MO/K. 
The trajectory of (2.4) with initial point P, must intersect he u-axis and 
the x-axis. Let Pz(O, u2) be the first intersecting point of the trajectory with 
the u-axis, P3(x3, 0) be the first intersecting point of the trajectory with the 
x-axis. It is not diflicult to prove that u2 > 0, xj > 0, x3 < -x, under the 
condition y2 > 5K (Fig. 2.1). 
Let P, P, P3 be the trajectory of (2.4). Let P’, , Pi, Pi be the symmetric 
points of P,, P,, P, about the origin and P’, Pi Pi be the trajectory of (2.5). 
Obviously, P, P2P, and P’, P;P; are symmetric about the origin. Let r be 
the closed curve P P P P’ P’ P’ P I 2 3 I 2 3 19 and let r be a smoothed version of r. 
We will prove that I- satisfies the requirement of the lemma. We have only 
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p2 
to prove that the direction of the projected flow of (2.3) on the curve f in 
the x- plane is toward the interior of f. Because 
--y-2 sin ix cos y-2K x-t < -~u-~Kx+M,, 
( > 
-p-2 sinfxcosy-2K x-k > -7~-2Kx-M,, 
( > 
we have, on the upper x-u plane, 
-7u-2sin(l/2)xcosy-2K(x-I/2K)< -yu-2Kx+M,. 
U U 
on the lower x-u plane, 
-yu-2sin(l/2)xcosy-2K(x-I/2K)< -yu-2Kx-M,, 
U U 
So the direction of the projected flow of (2.3) on I- is toward the inside 
of I-. Because xr < -MO/K is arbitrary, it is easy to complete the proof of 
the lemma. 1 
Remark. Let y* > 5K. Considering the dependence of f on 7, we denote 
f, for I-, and let 52, be the closed region bounded by rj.. We know that 
M;.=maq,..,.,., {I-d I4 I is nonincreasing when y increases (choosing P, 
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fixed for any y). In particular, R,, c Q,, when y2 > yl. For fixed y, we 
usually denote M, by M. 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. There exists a T > 0 such that, for any 
60, UO, YO, UO) E R4, 1x01, 1~01 GM, t3 T, the solution (x(t), 40, y(t), u(t)) 
of (2.3) with initial conditions t = 0, (x, u, y, u) = (x0, uo, y,, uo) satisfies 
(x(t), u(t))cQ, where M=M,. 
To get further results on boundedness, now we rewrite (2.1) as 
d,=h-Y41 
Let 
11:$1=y41+ 
2+KM+I 
Y ’ 
l*:fI=Y)I_2+KyM+1 
be straight lines on the ~$~-tj~ plane, S, the closed region bounded by 1, and 
I,. Let 
~-I-KM 
4 :h=Y42+y, r,: +yLh2-y 
be the straight lines on the q+j2 plane, S2 the closed region bounded by 
& and r, (Fig. 2.2). 
FIGURE 2.2 
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We have 
LEMMA 2.2. For KY (dlo, l(/,o, ho, Gzo)~R4, let (i,(t). $,((I, MO. 
$z(t)) be the solution of (2.6) with initial conditions t=O, 4, = dlo, 
1+9, = tilO, qSz = &, It/z = tiz,,. Then there exists a T> 0 such that, for t 3 T, 
we have (4,(t), $,(O)ES,, (h(t), $,(O)E&. and 14,(O-d2(Ol <hf. 
I~,(0 - dz(Ol G hf. 
Proof: See Lemma 2.1 above and [4, Lemma I .l 1. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. There exists a T > 0 such that, for anq 
(4~~ 1(/,0, ~ZO, tizJ~S, xS2, 1410-~z~l GM, the sohtion (4,(t), ICll(O, 
&(t), $z(t)) of (2.6) with initial conditions t=O, q5, =#,,,, 1(1, =$,0, 
42=&v $*=ll/ro satisfie.T (4,(0, $,(O) E S,, (h(t), $Al)) E &, and 
I+,(t)--q&(t)<< when 12 T. 
By the above analysis, we can discuss the system (2.6) in the region 
(S,xS,)n{I~,-4,IafMJ. w e want to prove the existence of a global 
attractor and an invariant manifold of (2.6) in (S, x S,) n { 14, -&I < M}. 
11.2. Existence of the Global Attractor and Invariant Manifolds 
In order to consider the existence of the global attractor and invariant 
manifolds of (2.6), we first study the properties of the Poincark map of 
(2.6). We mainly want to prove that there exists an invariant curve of the 
Poincari map with some time T in (S, x S,) n { 14, -&I GM}. We hope 
that the invariant curve will be the global attractor of (2.6). In the follow- 
ing sections, we will consider this problem. 
Let (#i(l), Ii/i(t), d*(l), (I~(()) be the solution of (2.6) with initial condi- 
tions r=O, 4, = blO, 11/, = I//,,,, & =&,, $2=1(/2,,. The map Mk: R4 -+ R4, 
(ho1 $lo3 ho. tiZO)+-+ (4,(t), $l(O, h(t), $A()), is called the Poincark map 
of (2.6) with time t. 
In the following, we suppose K > 1. We will prove that, for any K > 1, 
there exists a y0 >O such that, for yay,,, t large enough, there exist a 
global attractor and an invariant circle of MA. Therefore, there exist a 
global attractor and an invariant manifold of (2.6). 
We have known that we can discuss Eqs. (2.6) in the region (S, x S,) n 
{lh-421 GM). so, we want to find some curve in (S, x S,) n 
{ld,-hl~~M) h h w ic is invariant under MA. Because (2.6) has some kind 
of periodicity, we want the invariant curve of MA also to have some kind 
of periodicity. Further, we know that, when y + cc, S, becomes $, = yd, 
and S, becomes tjZ = &. So, we will introduce some curves in (S, x S,) n 
{ 14, - #*I < M} which will be called horizontal curves. Then we will prove 
that Ml, (for large I) maps horizontal curves with some restriction to 
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horizontal curves. Using the fixed point theorems, we can prove the 
existence of invariant curves of MI. 
First, for K > 1, let n be the smallest integer satisfying K(n - 1 )/n > 1. Let 
a=(n+2)/(n+3), yo>O satisfy 
1 +K y;>-= (1 +K)(n+3)2 
a(1 -a) n+2 ’ 
yo+&$+4(nK+ 1) (n+ l)(n+3)< 1 
27” . (n+2)2 ’ 
and 
yo+J^ri+4((n+ l)K+ 1) (n+3)n 
270 ‘(n+l)(n+2)<’ 
(obviously ri > 5K). In the following, we assume K > 1, y > yo, I> 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A curve in R4 is called a horizontal curve if it can be 
expressed in parametric form as #r =s, I++, =/;,(s), q& =h,(s), ij2 =h2(s), 
where h,, h,, h, are continuous and satisfy 
ay(s,-s,)~h,(s,)-h,(s,)~ 
y+Jy2+4(nK+l) 
2 
w(W,) - W,)) dhz) - h,(s,) < 
y+,/y2+4(nK+ 1) 
2 
(.y2 - s, ), 
(Us,) - hAs,))v 
J- (s2 n+l -s,)~Msd--hh,) 
S (n + 1 )(sZ - sI) (s,s,,s~ER’,.s~>~,). 
We want to prove that, if I is a horizontal curve with some restriction, 
then Mbl is still a horizontal curve for r large enough. Now let 1 be a 
smooth horizontal curve, I : $I =s, J/, = h,(s), b2= h,(s), J12 = h,(s); and let 
($i(t, s), $,(r, s), &(r,s), ~j~(r,s)) be the solution of (2.6) with initial 
conditions t = 0, q5r = s, $i = h,(s), q52 = h,(s), tjt2 = h,(s). Let 
4Ut, s) 
52(t) = 7’ v2(l) = @At* s, ds 
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for fixed S. Then (5 1, y~i, t2, 11~) satisfy the system 
91=4?-Y5, 
ti1= --cm dl(4 s) 5, -K(5, - 52) 
(2 = v2 - Y52 
(2.7) 
Ij* = --cm d2(t, 8) 52 - Qt2 - 51) 
with initial conditions t, = 0, tic, = 1, q10 = I;;(s), t2,, = h;(s), qzO = h;(s). 
In the following, we shall prove, for t large enough, the inequalities 
v5, <?I G 
y+Jy2+4(nK+1) 
2 
5 1, 
ei d 12 G 
y + Jy2 + 4(nK+ 1) 
2 r 29 
LEMMA 2.3. For any t>O, we haue tl(t), qI(t), 12(t), q,(t)>O, and 
1,/512 UY> v2/52 2 NY. 
ProoJ: First we define two regions Z,, C, on the tl-ql and t2-q2 planes, 
respectively, L’, : ay<, 6 qi < co, <, > 0; L’, : ay5, < q2 -C cc, t2 > 0 (Fig. 2.3). 
We have only to prove that, for any (rlO, qiO, 920, ~20)~Z, x Z:,, the 
projected flow of the flow of (2.7) through (tlO, vlo, <20, qzo) on the tl-q, 
plane lies in the inside of Z r; similarly, the projected flow on the t2-q2 
FIGURE 2.3 
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plane lies in the inside of Z,; i.e., we have only to prove that when 5 r0 = 0, 
q ,,, > 0, or q ,,, = ayt,,, t,,, > 0, the projected direction of the flow of (2.7) 
on the t,-ql plane is toward Z,, and, when rzO = 0, qzO > 0 or qzO = ayr,,, 
rzO>O, the projected direction of the flow of (2.7) on the r2-r,i2 plane is 
toward ,?Y, as shown in Fig. 2.3, where (rlO, q,,,, tzo, qzO) E Z, x L’,. 
Obviously, when 5 ,0 = 0, q,,, > 0, the conclusion is true (Fig. 2.3). 
Similarly, when tzO = 0, qzO > 0, the conclusion is also true. When tu, > 0, 
q,,, = ryr,,, by the system (2.7), we have [, = q, - vr, < 0; i.e., 5, decreases 
as t increases. and 
for t2>0. 
Since 7’ > (1 + K)/x( 1 -(x), we have dq, /dr, < ay. So, the projected 
direction of the flow of (2.7) on the 5,-q, plane is toward C, when 
q, = ayt;, r, > 0. Similarly, the projected direction of the fIow of (2.7) on 
the r2-q2 plane is toward Z, when q2 = CC&,, C2 > 0. 
The proof is completed. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. There exists a T > 0 such that, for t E [0, r], 
1 52(f) - -G(n+2); 
n+25$,(t) 
and, for t > T, 
1 < r2(~) 
n+l,rloG(n+ 1). 
ProoJ We distinguish the following three cases according to the initial 
conditions at r = 0: 
(i) lln<t20/510<n9 
(ii) n<s’20/~lo~n+ 1, 
(iii) l/(n + 1) < 520/t,o < l/n. 
In case (i), it is obvious that there exists a q, > 0 such that, for I E [0, t,,), 
l/n < 52,,/r,0 < n, and, for t = rO, ~20/5,0 = l/n or n. If r,, = 30, the lemma is 
true. If TV # 30, it is actually cases (ii) and (iii). So, we have only to 
consider cases (ii) and (iii). If we exchange the positions of t2,, and rlO, 
then case (ii) becomes (iii), and case (iii) becomes (ii). Therefore, we have 
only to consider case (ii). 
Now let n G rz0/5,0 G n + 1. We will prove the lemma in two steps. 
so5:88:1-I3 
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Step 1. Suppose that <20/<,o > n. Then there exists a r, > 0 such that, 
for t E [o, T,). 
n<t2(r)<n+2 srz(t) 
fi’ ’ 
for r=t,, -=n 
5,(r) . 
Step 2. The solution of (2.7) with initial conditions r = f,, 
((I, VI, (2, rt2)= (tlo9 vlo, t2”, vzo), satisfies 
1 rz(l) -- 
n+ I G(,(p+ l9 for any r 2 to, 
where 
5,0>0, %z, 5 10 
“Y5,OQrtlO~ 
y+Jy2+4((n+ l)K+ 1) 
2 5 109 
~Y52o~rl20~ 
7+#+4((n+ l)K+l) 
2 r 20. 
To furnish the proof in the first step, it is equivalent to show that there 
eXiStS a T, >O such that, for TV [0, T,), ?j2(1)/<,(1)>n, and, for f=T,, 
r2(t)/t,(1)=n. For this T,, we must have 52(r)/l,(l)<n+2 for TV [0, T,). 
If there doesn’t exist such T, , then, for any r > 0, we have t2( l)/r ,( I) > n. 
BY 
)i,= -cos4,5,-Nt,-r,)= -cos4,t,+K(r,-t;,) 
> -cos~,~,+K(n-l)~,=(K(n-1)-cos~,)~,>0, 
we know that ‘I, increases as t increases. By 
n-l = -cos($,-- 
n K tz<O, > 
we know that q2 decreases as r increases. By the conditions 
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we know that there exists r > 0 such that, for t > r, yl, > y<i and q2 6 ~5~. 
So, for t 2 z, r1 increases as t increases; t2 decreases as t increases; and, as 
t--f co, t2 -P 0, t1 + co. Then there must exist a r1 >O such that 
I,/<, =n. This contradicts the assumption. So, there exists r1 >O 
such that, for tE [0, ri), t2(t)/t1(t) >n, and for t = rl, 52(t)/51(t)=n. It 
will be proved that, for t E [0, zl), we also have t2(t)/t1(t) <n +2. We 
consider the following cases : 
Figures 2.42.7 are the corresponding phase portraits of the projected 
direction of the flow at (rl,,, v,,,, 520, t/20) of (2.7). 
Since r2/5i > it for t E [0, r1 ), we have that, in this time interval, q1 > 0 
and 42 < 0. By analyzing the above portraits, we know that if ql(r,) >
y<,(ro) for some QE [0, TV), then, for all tE [q,, ri), q,(t) > y<,(t), and, if 
YIZ(G) G y12(d for SOme r. E CO, ~~1, then, for all t E CT,, T,), v2(f) < rt,(t). 
Now let ([,, VI) be the intersecting point of q1 = yl, and q1 = yc&,, and let 
(5,, q2) be the intersecting point of 
?2 = 
y+Jy2+4(nK+ 1) 
2 5 20 
and 112=y52. 
FIGURE 2.4 
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FIGURE 2.5 
Then we have 
tl = a5 lo, 
y2 + 4(nK + 1) [22fJ 2;1 r 209 
c2 7+Ji2+4(nK+l) (n+l) -= 
r* 2p 
y+ y2+4(nK+ 1) n+3 = 
2i n+2 (n+ 1) 
=(n+ l)(n+3) i!+J;‘2+4(nK+ l).(n+2)<n+2 
(n+2)2 . 2; 
\ 
FIGURE 2.6 
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FIGURE 2.7 
Obviously, 
So, for t E [0, ri), 12/t1 6 n + 2. 
The first step is completed. 
Next we turn to the second step. Similar to the first step, we consider 
four cases: (a)-(d). We have only to prove that, for any t > t,, 
t*(fKl(t) G n + 1. By interchanging (I and 12, we also have 
51(f)/t~(f) < n + 1, i.e., 52(t)/51(t) > ll(n + 1). 
If there is a t > to such that rz(t)/5i(t)>n+ 1, let z2, t3 > t,, satisfy 
M~2Y51(~2) = n, 52(~d/t~(~3) = n + 1, and, for t E (z2, ~~1, nG t2(f)ltl(f) < 
n + 1. We can choose r2 = t,. Now let ([i, rfi) be the intersecting point of 
q i = ya< ,, and q I = yC i, ( g2, rj2) be the intersecting point of 
? =Y+JY2+4((n+l)K+l)5 
2 2 20 
and 12 = Y52. 
Then 
5, =atlO, 2 [ =y+Jy2+4((n+l)K+l) 
9 
5: 20. 
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Thus we have 
r* r+&‘+4((n+l)K+l) 520 
r,= 2P tllo 
(n+3)n r+J$+4((n+l)K+l) =-. 
n+2 3 
(n + 3)n 
=(n+2)(n+l)’ 
y+J$+4((n+l)K+l) 
2Y 
(n-t l)<(n+ 1). 
For t E [to, ~~1, we have 
52(t) 
-E[n,n+l], 
51(t) 
ril>O, 32<0; 
similar to the first step, for t E [to, r,], we have 
52(t) < g2 < n + 1 
51(r)‘& . 
This contradicts the assumption 
<2(23) 
51(zJ 
=n+l. 
The second step is completed. 
By the first, we know that, for n < <20/<10<n + 1, there exists a 
QE [O, cc) such that, for t = me, 12(f)/rl(t) = n, and, for TV [0, r,,), 
n < rz(t)/<r(t) <n + 2. By the system (2.7), it is easy to prove that, for 
t E co, h), 
vtl(t) 6 v,(t) G
r+Jr*+4((n+l)K+l) 
2 51(t), 51(t) > 0; 
vt*(t) G v*(t) G 
y+J$+4((n+l)K+l) 
2 52(t), 52(f) > 0. 
Vt;l(d G rll(%) G Y+Jy*+4(:n+l)K+l)41(ro); 
ayc2(ro)gt12(~0)<y+~~2+4((n+1)K+1) . 2 52(dP 
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By the second step, we know that, for t>r,, l/(n+ 1) <i(t) < t*(f)< 
(n + 1) (i(t). So the proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 2.4.1. There exists a T > 0 such that, for t 3 Z, 
-& 5,(t)~~*(f)~(n+1)51(t), 51(t)> 0; 
ay<,(t) G VI(f) G
y+Jy*+4(nK+ 1) 
2 <l(t); 
aY52(t) G v2(t) G
y+Jy2+4(nK+ 1) 
2 <z(t). 
Proof By Lemma 2.4, there exists zi > 0 such that, for t > z1 , we have 
~61(t)~~2(f)9(n+l)r,(t), 51(t) > 0. 
By the proof of Lemma 2.4, we know 
aY5l(zl) 6 ?1(T1) G
y+Jy*+4((n+l)K+l) 
2 51(7,h 
wt2(~,)~v*(~l)~ 
y+Jy2+4((n+ l)K+ 1) 
2 52(Tl). 
So, it is not difficult to prove that there exists z2 ar,, such that, for t >z2, 
we have 
ay~,(t)<rl,(t)<y+Jy2+4(nK+ l) . 2 51(t), 
ay~2(t)<~2(t)Cy+Jy2+4(nK+ l) 
2 <z(t). 
The proof is completed. 1 
Now in order to prove the existence of a global attractor and an 
invariant manifold, we introduce the following concept. 
A horizontal curve in R4 is called a restricted horizontal curve if 1: q5, = s, 
11/l= h,(s), 42 = h(s)> ‘42 = b(s), and h,(s + 2~) = h,(s) + 2a, h,(s + 271) =
h,(s) + 27ry, h,(s + 21~) = h,(s) + 27cy, 1s - h*(s)1 < M, where M is defined as 
in Section 11.1. 
By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we have 
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LEMMA 2.5. If I is a restricted horizontal curve, then there exists a T> 0 
such that, for t > T, Mil is also a restricted horizontal curve. 
COROLLARY 2.5.1. There exists a T > 0 such that, for t 3 T and any 
restricted horizontal curve I in S, x S,, Mhl is also a restricted curve in 
s, x s,. 
Now we prove the existence of the global attractor and invariant curves 
of MA. In order to do this, we define a Banach space of horizontal curves 
and invoke a fixed point theorem. 
Let 
9 = (1 I 1 c S, x S2 is a restricted horizontal curve}, 
J?a = If I f = (fi(S)T f2bh f3(S))? SE [0,2x], fi, fi, f3 continuous}. 
We introduce the following operations in g. For 
f = (fib), f*(s), f3(s)), g = k,(s), g,(s), ‘!?3(s)) E a’, kcR’, 
f +s=(fi+g,,f,+g,,f,+g3), 
kf = b’cfl, kf,, kfd, 
llfll =,,yt;x, {max{lfhN~ IfhN~ If3W) 1. 
Then g becomes a Banach space. Let 3$, c %? be defined by f E ~49~ 
(f = (?I@>, .fAS,~ fds))) such that if 1: q51 =s, tjl =fi(s), &=f*(s), 
t+GZ =f3(s), then 1~9. In the definition, if s= 2nn + sO, SUE [0, 27r), we 
assume flf,(s) =fi(so) + 27w, j;(s) =SzhJ + 2x4 fh) =f3(so) + 2w. 
Obviously, 5Y0 is a compact convex subset of W. Let T > 0 satisfy that, 
for any I E 9, ii461 E 9 whenever t 9 T. 
Wecandefineamap~2i:~~~~~fortBT.ForfE~~,f=(~,,~*,~~), 
let1~:~,=s,~,=~,,~,=~~,~,=~~(lf~~),andi=M~1~IfZ,=I;g~~~, 
then we define &A f = g. Obviously, &A is a continuous map from &I&, to 
?8,,. g,, can be viewed as a complete metric space. ah: a0 -+ @0 is one to 
one, and g,, is compact. Therefore, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.6. The o-limit set of .Y&, under the map I@,‘, o(BO), is non- 
empty, compact, connected, and o(&,) attracts B,, [S]. 
COROLLARY 2.6.1. The o-limit set of 9 under the map Mr, o(9), is 
nonempty, compact, invariant, connected and o(F) attracts F”. Furthermore, 
o(S) is a global attractor of Ml. 
COROLLARY 2.6.2. Let A = {MA(l) I IE u(F), 0 < t < T}, A is a global 
attractor of the system (2.6). 
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Obviously, for any 1 E o(F), any t E R, MhI is still a restricted horizontal 
curve in Si x SZ. So, A consists of restricted horizontal curves in Si x SZ. 
In the following, we want to consider the dynamical behavior of (2.6) in 
A. First of all, we want to prove that, for any t > T, there exists a restricted 
horizontal curve lc A such that MhI= 1. In fact, we know a&: &$, + go is 
continuous and ?&, is a compact convex subset of g. By the Schauder fixed 
point theorem, we have 
THEOREM 2.7. For any t 2 T, there is an f E 9&, such that I@; f = J: 
COROLLARY 2.7.1. For any t B T, there exists a restricted horizontal 
curve I in S, x S2 such that MkI = 1. Obviously, I c A. 
THEOREM 2.8. There exists an invariant manifold S of (2.6) in A and S 
is composed of restricted horizontal curves. 
Proof Take a t> T. Suppose 1~s and Mkl=l. Let S= {MilIO< 
z < t}. Obviously, S is an invariant manifold of (2.6) and is composed of 
restricted horizontal curves. The theorem is proved. [ 
In next section, we will use the properties of MA on the invariant 
restricted horizontal curve I to analyze the dynamical behavior of (2.6). We 
will prove the existence of the rotation number of the system (2.6). In 
Section IV, we will consider the uniqueness of the invariant manifold. 
III. EXISTENCE OF THE ROTATION NUMBER AND PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
In the previous section, we proved the existence of a global attractor and 
an invariant manifold of the coupled J-J system (2.6). In this section, we 
will use the properties of the invariant manifold to consider the dynamical 
behavior of the system. We will see that the dynamical behavior of (2.6) is 
very similar to the dynamical behavior of the Poincart map MC on the 
invariant restricted horizontal curve. We will prove the existence of the 
rotation number (averaging voltage) and periodic solutions and prove that, 
if there is more than one periodic solution, they are phase locked to each 
other. 
We are considering the equations 
d1=Ic/rY4, 
&I= -sind,--K(d,-&)+I 
d2=h-Y42 
$, = -sin d2 - K(d2 - d,), 
where K> 1, y2>5K, IaO. 
(3.1) 
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Let M, ,446, S,, S, be as in Section II. We will also use the definitions 
of horizontal curves and restricted horizontal curves given in Section II. 
In Section II, we have proved that, for any K > 1, there exists a 7” such 
that, for any y>yo and any 12 0, there exists an invariant restricted 
horizontal curve of ML in (S, x Sz)n (14, -& d M} when r is large 
enough. 
Now we will consider the existence of the rotation number and periodic 
solutions of (3.1). 
Suppose (d,(1), 1+9,(r), &(l), t+bz(r) isa solution of (3.1). 
DEFINITION 3.1. If the limit, lim, _ Ix’ 44,( 1)/2nl, exists, we call it the rota- 
tion number of the solution (4,(r), $i(l), &(t), ijZ(f)) of (3.1). If, for every 
solution (i,(f), 1+5,(t), d*(t), t+GZ(l)) of (3.1), the limit, lim,,, 4,(t)/2nr, 
exists and is independent of the initial condition, we call the common limit, 
lim, . r 4,(1)/2nf, the rptation number of the system (3.1). 
We will prove that, for K > 1, 7 > yO, the rotation number of (3.1) 
exists. Furthermore, all of the limits, lim, _ 3c #,(r)/r, lim, _ z 4Jr)/t, 
lim, _ ,x $,(r)/v. 14 _ s $At)/j: 1, exist and are equal for any solution 
(4,(r), G,(f), &(I), e,(t)) of (3.1). Considering the system (3.1), we know 
it is periodic with period (27~ 2ny, 2n, 2n;‘); i.e., let 
We have 
i= 1, 2. 
So, if (4,(r), $,(r), &(r), $*(I)) is a solution of (3.1), then (4,(1)+2x, 
1(1,(1)+27ry, &(t)+2n, ez(l)+2ny) is also a solution of (3.1). 
According to this fact, we give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. If a solution (4,(r), G,(r), &(f), $*(I)) of (3.1) satisfies 
(#I(1 + n $I([ + 7-h dz(t + 0, $l(t + 0 4*(1+ n $A[ + T)) = (4,(r), 
11/,(f), &(l), tj2(1)) + (2np, 27rpj, 27~4 Zrrpy) for some T>O and PEN, and, 
for any qE N, 0~ TT< T, (4,(r + T), $,(t+ T), &(f+ 71, $At + t)) f 
(41(rh $1(f), h(l). IClAt))+ GW, 27~7, 2w, 2nqyh then we call (4,(t), 
II/, (1), 4*(f), tj2( f)) a running periodic solution of ( T, p)-type of (3.1). 
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If (41(t + n $,(I + n #At +n J1At + T)) =(h(t), Jll(t)* 42(l)* J/z(t)) 
for some T>O, and, for any 0~ T< T, (d,(t+ T), $,(t+ F), &(t+ T), 
$At+ T)) +(4,(t), Jl,(t), h(t), l(lAt)), then we call (4,(th Jl,(t), h(t), 
ILz(t)) a periodic solution of (3.1) with period T. 
If (#i,(t), $ii(z), q&(r), rj2i(l)) is a running periodic solution of (T,, p,)- 
tyPe and (h2Wr ll/dt), MO7 h(t)) is a running periodic solution of 
(T,, pz)-type, we say they are phase locked to each other if T,/TI = pI/p2. 
In [7], Levi proved that there is no periodic solution for the system (3.1) 
if 7 > 0. 
We will prove that, for the system (3.1), when y > yO, either there is no 
running periodic solution, or any two running periodic solutions are phase 
locked. Furthermore, if the rotation number is zero, there are no running 
periodic solutions. If the rotation number is nonzero, then there exist 
running periodic solutions. 
First, we prove the existence of the rotation number. In Section II, we 
proved : 
THEOREM 3.1. For any K> 1, there exists a y0 such rhar, for any y >, y,, 
and any I >, 0, there exists a T > 0 such that Mhl is a restricted horizontal 
curve in S, x Sz for any restricted horizontal curve 1 in S, x S, and any t > T, 
where Mb is the Poincare map of (3.1) with time t. Therefore, for any t > T, 
there exists at least one restricted horizontal curve 1 E S, x S, such that 
M;l= I. 
Now we suppose that y 2 yO, 1 is a restricted horizontal curve such that 
MhI=l for some r> T. 
We have 
LEMMA 3.2. For any (ho, ho, ho, $4 c 1, ifb4Wy h(t), hW9 h(t)) 
is the solution of (3.1) with initial conditions t= 0, 4, = dlO, JI, = + ,0, 
&=&,, r,b2 = I/I*,,, then the limits, lim,, z q5i(t)/t, lim ,, Jl,(t)/t (i= 1, 2), 
exist and are independent of (bIO, JllO, &,, I/I~,,)EI. Furthermore, 
lim, ._ 3c 4,(t)lt=lim,-, h(t)/t=lim,,, IL,(t)lYt=lim,,, $z(t)/v. 
Proof Let I: d1 =s, $, =h,(s), dZ= h*(s), rjz=hz(s) be a restricted 
horizontal curve in S, x S, and M il= 1 for some r >, T. 
Define F(s)=d,(~, s), where (#,(t, s), h(t, .y), #At, s), IClAt, 3)) is the 
solution of (3.1) with initial conditions t =O, $, = s, $, = t;,(s), d2 = h,(s), 
tj2=&(s). Then we have F(s,)<P(s,) when s, <s-, and F(s+2n)= 
F(s) + 2~. Therefore, according to the dynamical property of the orienta- 
tion preserving map on a circle [9], we have that the limit, 
lim n-z q+,(nr)/nr, exists. In fact, we have that the limit, lim,,, d,(t)/t, 
exists. 
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By Theorem 3. I. 
So, we have that the limit, lim, ._ ol, &(t)jt, exists and lim, . . , d,(t)/2 = 
lim, + x ti2(t)/t. Again, for 12 7, (i,(r), ti,(t), 42(f), $2(t))~ S, x S2. There- 
fore, we have the limits, lim, . x I/I,(~)/-~t(i=l,2),existandlim,.,X 4,(1)/t= 
lim, , I ~,$~(t)/+it ( = 1, 2). Because lim,, z #,(nr)/nr is independent of s, 
we have proved the lemma. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. For any (i,,, $,“, JlO, $**)E R2 x R2, the limits, 
lim, _s $,(t)lr, lim, .+ iz $2(t)14 lim,+ x. $l(tVp3 lim,- Jc $2(t)l~~, exist and 
are equal, independent of (i,,, $,,. &0, $,,), where (6,(f), $,(f), $2(f), 
G2(t)) is the solution of(3.1) with initial conditions f = 0, 6, = ilo, 5, = $ ,“, 
iJ*=i201 32=320. 
Proof: According to Section II, we can suppose (i,,, GIO, izO, 
$,,) E S, x S,. Now suppose that I is a restricted horizontal curve in 
S, x S,, M;f= 1 for some 7 >O. For (i,,, $,“, &,, $20)~S, x S,, we can 
choose (4f,, $109 dlol +i,h (4:,, ILfol 4iot II/:,)~[satisfying 4io<$lo<4fo 
and (&,, iii:,. ti:,, $:,I= C#i,, $i,, 4iov ill:“) + (2m 2vm. 2m 2wm) 
for some m E IV such that there exists a horizontal curve c (Tc S, x S,) 
satisfying (iLo, 51o9 izo, $,d, (4’,01 $lo, 4~;~~ $io)ef, i= 1,2. and if (blr 
$,, 42, +2)~f, then (d,, $I9 &, $2)+(2m, hm hm, 2nym)ET. We 
have known that the limits, lim, _ 35 qbi(r)/t, lim, _ X cjf(t)/t, exist and are 
equal. Obviously, d:(t) < q,(f) <d:(t) for t >, T, where (d:(l), 4;(t)* d;(t), 
G;(t)) is the solution of (3.1) with initial conditions (4’,(O), @i(O), d;(O), 
$40)) = W”, VI”? &), $i”,, i= 1,2. so, we have that the limit, 
lim tha; ;~e f,($‘; ,,ists and equals lim, ~ r 4 i (2)/t.. Similarly, we can. prove . . 
, + 3: $2(tW, lim,- z $,(t)l;lt, lm,+ a $2(tW, exist and 
are independe:t of (i,,, $,“, J20, $,,), and equal lim ,.., c $,(t)/f. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. For K > 1, 7 > yo, and 120, the rotation umber of 
(3.1) exists. 
Let V= lim,, 5. b,(f)/27ct be the rotation number of (3.1). Like the 
orientation preserving map on a circle, this rotation number will play an 
important role in the dynamical behavior of (3.1). We have 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that V is the rotation number of the system (3. I)., 
Then V = 0 if and only if the system has equilibrium points. And V # 0 if and 
only if the system has running periodic solutions of (T,, p) type for some 
T, > 0 and p E N, where VT, = p. So, the equilibrium points and running 
periodic solutions ofthe system can not exist simulraneously. 
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Proof. Suppose V= 0, I is an invariant restricted horizontal curve of 
Mh (T > 0). According to the theory of the orientation preserving maps on 
a circle, we know that there exists a (dIO, 1(1,0, & , tiZO) E I such that (d1(5), 
h(7), ML W))=(hov ho9 ho9 vUr where W(O, Il/dO, +W), VW)) 
is the solution of (3.1) with initial conditions (d,(O), t++,(O), &(O), 1+5~(0)) = 
(#,0, $,0, &,, tjzO). But we have known that there is no periodic solution 
for the system (3.1) [7]. So, we must have (#,0, rjlO, &, I/& is an equi- 
librium point of (3.1). 
Now if V # 0, then lim, _ 3c 4,(nT)/2nn = VT. Let T= (l/V)jIj (d is some 
integer) satisfy T’> T. We have that lim,,, d,(nT)/27rnT= V. So, 
lim, ._ o. 4,(n?)/27rn = VT= d. Let f be an invariant restricted horizontal 
curve of Ml. Then there exists a (#,,,, $,0, tiZo, rj2,,)~~such that (4,(T), 
hm 4m h(n)= (410, 1//,0, 4209 4Qm)+(w~ 27M, 276 27M) 191. 
Therefore, there exists at least one periorid solution of (T,, P)-type for 
some T, >O, PEN. 
Conversely, if there exist equilibrium points, obviously, we have V = 0; 
and, if there exist running periodic solutions, then we have V #O. The 
theorem is proved. 1 
THEOREM 3.5. rf (h(r), ‘k,(l), h(l), ‘kz(l))v ti,(t)t $,(f)v i%(l), h(l)) 
are two running periodic solutions of (T, , p,), (T,, pz)-type, respectively, 
then they are phase locked to each other, i.e., T,/T, = p,/p2. 
Proox According to Theorem 3.4, VT, = p, and VT, = pz, where V is 
the rotation number of the system. So, we have T,/T, = p,/p2. 1 
By the above analysis, we see that the dynamical behavior of (3.1) is very 
similar to the dynamical behavior of M; on the invariant restricted 
horizontal curve 1. In Section IV, we will prove the uniqueness of the in 
variant restricted horizontal curve. From the proof, in fact, we have the 
uniqueness of the running periodic solution for the J-J system without 
ac-current. Further, we will prove that, when y is large enough, the unique 
invariant restricted horizontal curve is global attracting so that the system 
(3.1) behaves exactly as a one-dimensional system. 
IV. UNIQUENESS AND STABILITY OF m INVARIANT MANIFOLD 
We are considering the coupled J-J system 
~,+Y~,+sin~,+K(~,-~,)=I 
$, + 74, + sin & + K(#, - 4,) = 0. 
(4.1) 
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Equivalently, we can consider the equations 
d1=$frYh 
$1= -sinIi--K(#,-&)+I 
42=$2-Y& 
$2= -sind2-K(4,-4,), 
(4.2) 
where K> 1, y2>5K, 00. 
In the previous sections, we proved that, when K> 1, there exists a 
y0 > 0 such that, for any y ay,, and any ZaO, there exists an invariant 
manifold of (4.2) generated by some invariant restricted horizontal curve of 
the Poincare map of (4.2) with some time z >O. Further, the dynamical 
behavior of (4.2) is very similar to the dynamical behavior of (4.2) 
restricted on the invarjant manifold. We also proved the existence of the 
rotation number of the system and the existence of periodic solutions. We 
know that, when y >yO, the equilibrium points and periodic solutions of 
(4.2) cannot exist simultaneously. In fact, if the rotation number is zero, 
then there exist equilibrium points, and, if the rotation number is nonzero, 
then there exist running periodic solutions and all of the running periodic 
solutions are phase locked. 
In this section, we will prove the uniqueness of the invariant restricted 
horizontal curve of the Poincart map Mb with any time t>O. Then, we 
will prove the uniqueness of the invariant manifold of (4.2) generated by 
some invariant restricted horizontal curve of MA with some t > 0. In fact, 
this unique invariant manifold is a restricted horizontal curve. When the 
rotation number V = 0, this unique invariant manifold is composed of all 
the equilibrium points of (4.2) and their unstable manifolds; when the rota- 
tion number is nonzero, this unique invariant manifold is exactly a running 
periodic orbit of (4.2). We will also prove that the running periodic solu- 
tion is unique and it is of (T,, 1)-type for some T, > 0. When K > 1, y 2 y0 
is large enough, we will prove that the unique invariant manifold is 
globally attracting. So the system behaves exactly as a one-dimensional 
system. 
IV.l. Uniqueness of the Invariant Manifold 
Let M, Mb, S,, S2 be as in Section II. Also we will use the definitions 
of the horizontal curve, rotation number, and running periodic solution 
given in Sections II and III. 
Now we want to prove the uniqueness of the invariant manifold. 
In the following, we suppose that K > 1, y 3 yO, and T > 0 satisfy that, 
when t > T, for any restricted horizontal curve I E S, x S2, MhI is still a
restricted horizontal curve in S1 x S,. Suppose that E* c S, x S, satisfies 
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MtZ* = I*. Assume V is the rotation number of the system. In order to 
prove the uniqueness, first, we consider some property of the equilibrium 
points of the system (4.2). 
LEMMA 4.1. The dimension of the unstable mantfold for any equilibrium 
point of (4.2) is at most one. 
Proof Suppose (4~3, $MJ, $20, $20) is an equilibrium point of (4.2). The 
linearizing equations of (4.2) at this point are 
Let 
-Y 1 0 0 
-cos(b,,-K 
0 K 0 
B= 0 1 i 0 -Y 
K 0 -cos&,-K 0 
We have 
I~~-BI=[(1+y)1]2+[(A+y)l][cos&,+K)+(cos~,,+K)] 
+ Ccos 410 ~0s 420 + (~0s ho + ~0s 420)Kl. 
We can easily prove that there is at most one 1, il>O, such that 
IAZ- BI = 0, where K > 1. So the dimension of the unstable manifold of the 
equilibrium point of (4.2) is at most one. 1 
Now we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let I * be as above. Then Mkl* = I * for any t E R. And, if 
7~ S, x S2 is a restricted horizontal curve, Mir= Tfor some o, then we must 
have T= I *. So, the invariant manifold of the system generated by some 
invariant restricted horizontal curve of Mk with some time t > 0 is unique 
and, in fact, it is a restricted horizontal curve. 
Proof First, we suppose that the rotation number V = 0. According to 
Section II, we know that there must exist q E I* such that q is an equi- 
librium point of (4.2). Obviously, q + (2nn, 2nny, 2mt, 2nny) E I* (Vn E 2) is 
also an equilibrium point of (4.2). If every point of I* is an equilibrium 
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point of (4.2), obviously, we have MAI* = I* for any t E R. Otherwise, we 
suppose that q E I* is not an equilibrium point and y,, qzc I* are two 
equilibrium points next to q (Fig. 4.1). Furthermore, we can suppose 
M;;‘q+-,, as n--+ --x. So the segment of I between yI and yZ is 
an unstable manifold of y,. Thus, we know that I* consists of some 
equilibrium points of (4.2) and their unstable manifolds connecting the 
equilibrium points on I*. Therefore, we have that MAI* = I* for any t E R. 
From the above proof, we know that, if 7c S, x S, is a restricted 
horizontal curve, A4:7= 7for some r > 0, then we also have M :7= 7for any 
tE R. 
So in order to prove the theorem when V=O. it is enough to prove that 
there exists a restricted horizontal invariant curve I(: which contains all the 
equilibrium points of (4.2) and I * = I$. 
Let I, be the restricted horizontal curve with the parametric expression 
4, = s, II/, = 73, 4z = (sin s - I)/K + s, rjz = &(.s). Obviously, I, contains all 
the equilibrium points of the system. Consider all the restricted horizontal 
curves which contain all the equilibrium points of (4.2). Using the fixed 
point theorem as in Section II, we can easily prove that there exists a 
restricted horizontal curve, I,*, containing all the equilibrium points of 
(4.2), such that h4,!,lz = I,* for any t E R. 
Now we prove I * = lo*. If this is not true, we can find two equilibrium 
points, q,, qzeI*, such that there are no equilibrium points of (4.2) on the 
segment of I* between q, and q2 (Fig. 4.2). 
FIGURE 4.1 
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FIGURE 4.2 
Obviously, q,, q2E1,*. Denote the segment of I* between q, and q2 by 
lz,. 42) and the segment of I,* between q, and q2 by l&,,,y2, (Fig. 4.2). We 
have 
hL,“&7,.,,,= h421* 
Without loss, we can suppose that, for any q. E 12,. 92j, M;fTqq, -+ q, as 
n + -co. Since the dimension of the unstable manifold of q, is at most one, 
we have that M;1’&, f, q, as n -+ -cc for any &,E I&,.ylj. Choosing 4 
sufficiently close to ql, 4 E I,*, we have M$ + q1 when t+ --co and 
Mb4 -f+ q2 when t + co. Choosing S sufficiently close to q,, 4 E I*, we have 
Mbq + q, when t + -co and Mhq -+ q2 when t + 30. Obviously, we can 
choose 4, 4 such that there is a restricted horizontal curve I through 4 and 
4, and q is much closer to q, than (? is. 
Let r,,,, Qj be a segment of f between q and 4. We have that Mk,‘I,, Jj is 
a segment of the restricted horizontal curve Mi”l for any k E N. But we 
know MiTq + q2 and Mi’q + q2 as k + co. This contradicts the fact that 
MiT[(, q, is a segment of the horizontal curve Mi’Tfor any k E N. 
So, we have I* = I,*. 
This proves the theorem when the rotation number V=O. 
If the rotation number V # 0, suppose MiI * = I *. Without loss, we can 
suppose that there exists a periodic point p E I* such that M,Tp = p + 
(2nk,,, 2xyk,, 2nk,, 2nyk,) for some k,,E N. Let 7* = { MAp 1 t E R} c 
S, x S,. First, we want to prove that 7* = I*. It his is not true, we can find 
p,, p2~7* such that, if Ic,.P2, is the segment of I* between p, and p2 
(Fig. 4.3), then we have I$,.Pzjn7* = {p,, p2 }. 
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FIGURE 4.3 
Now, if there is P~EIG,.~~) (PO f PI1 p2) satisfying M&O = p. + (2nk,, 
2nyko, 2nko, Znyk,), then we can choose PO E 7* sufficiently close to p, such 
that there exists a restricted horizontal curve r through p. and po, and 
(sj& + (1 -s) p. I 0 <s < 1) is the segment r,,.,, of l between po, po. Let 
PO = (PO, 9 ~02, ~03, ~~1, PO= (Pal, Po2, Po3, Pm). Without loss, we can 
suppose 
PO2 - PO2 = y+Jy2+4(nK+ 1) 
PO1 - POI 2 
(see Section II). 
Now wYTk,. pcl) is a horizontal segment of 1%!;;~1 for any m > 0. And 
according to the analysis of Section II, we must have 
p2(mT,s,)-p2(mT.s,)<7+Jy2+4(nK+ 1) 
p,(mT, .r,)-p,(mT, .s2) 2 
for any m> 1 and O<s,, s,d 1 (s, Zs,), where p,(t, s), p2(t, s), p3(r, s), 
p4(tr .s)) is the solution of (4.2) with (p,(O, s), ~~(0, s), p,(O, s), ~~(0, s)) = 
1* -s)(Po,, ~ott ~039 ~acJ+.Go,r Paz, DOS, Pod- But, 
p2(mT 0) = PO2 + 2domy, 
p2W’, 1) = PO2 + 2dcomy, 
p,(mT, 0) = pal + 2nk,m, 
p,(mT, I ) = DoI + Znk,m. 
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So, we have 
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P,W,O)-P&c 1) 
P,(mT,O)-P,(mT, I)= 
y+JmGT-E 
2 . 
This is a contradiction. So, for any p0 E I& PZ, (p,, # p, , pZ), p,, is not a 
periodic point of M,7. 
Now we can suppose that MyTp- (2nmk,, Znmyk,, 2nmk,, 
Znmik,) + p, as m + x for any p E l& PZ,, Choose p0 E l$,,P2j and PO E?* 
sufficiently close to p, such that there exists a restricted horizontal curve i 
through p0 and j&,, and p,, is much closer to p, than p0 is (Fig. 4.3). We 
have 
MrTp,- pl - (2lcmk,, Znmyk,, Zamk,, 2nmyk,) + 0 as m-+30 
M~T~,,-p,-(2~mk,,2nmyk,,2nmk,,2nmyk,)=&-p,. 
This contradicts the fact that M;;T~~p,,pI, is a horizontal segment of 
MrTl for any m E N. So, we must have 7* = I+; i.e., I* itself is a periodic 
orbit. 
If 7~ S, x Sz is a restricted horizontal curve, M ;7=7 for some r > 0, 
then, using the same method as above, we can prove that T= I*. Further- 
more, for any periodic orbit c= { (dr(r), J/,(r), &(l), JIZ(t)) te R}, we can 
prove c = I*. 
We finish the proof of the theorem. 1 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. When K> 1, y >/yO, there exists a unique invariant 
restricted horizontal curve 1 c S, x S, such that Mhl= lfor any t E R’. When 
the rotation number V = 0, 1 is composed of all the equilibrium points of (4.2) 
and their unstable mantfolds connecting the equilibrium points. When V # 0, 
1 is exactly a running periodic orbit. And the running periodic orbit of (4.2) 
is unique and is of (T, , 1 )-type for some time T, > 0. 
So far, we have proved the uniqueness. In the following, we will prove 
that the unique invariant restricted horizontal curve is the global attractor 
of (4.2) when 7 2 y,, is large enough. 
IV.2. Global Stability of the Invariant Manifold 
Now the want to prove the stability of the invariant restricted horizontal 
curve. We go back to the system (4.1). Making time change T = (I&) t and 
still using . denoting d/d?, we have 
(4.3 )y 
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Let t= lb2. We have 
Rewrite (4.4), in the form 
44=h-4, 
(4.4 1, 
(43)C 
&ii,= -1,+&(-sin(ll/,-i,)-K(1I/,-IC/,+i,-i,)+I 
d2= -i2+&(--in(~,-iS2)-K(~,-II/, +i, -iJ) 
11/,= -sin(~,-i,)-K(~,-~,+r,-i,)+z 
(4.6), 
li/*= -sin(ll/2-i2)-K(~2-~,+i,-i2). 
Obviously, when y is very large, E is very small. So, we change our 
problem to some singular perturbation problem [IO]. 
We will use the results of [lo] to prove the global stability of the 
invariant restricted horizontal curve of (4.6), when E is small enough. The 
idea is as follows. First, according to the singular perturbation theory of 
[lo], we know that there is a center manifold for some system which is 
equivalent to (4.6), when E #O. Then we restrict (4.6), to this center 
manifold and change the singular perturbation problem (4.6), to some 
regular perturbation problem. Using the regular perturbation theory, we 
prove the existence, stability, and uniqueness of the invariant manifold on 
the center manifold. Finally, we prove the stability of the invariant 
manifold in the whole space. In the following, yO, M, S1, SZ are as in 
Section II. 
First of all, let 
According to the periodicity of (4.6),, we can consider (4.6), on fi or on 
R4. Let E = 0, (4.6), is reduced to the system 
$,= -sinII/,-K($,-$,)+I 
$2= -sin11/2-N$2-II/I) 
(4.7) 
and r, =O, 5*=0. 
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Let E* = {(JI,, tiz)(mod(2n, 2x)) 1 I+?~E R, i= 1,2}. We can consider 
(4.7) on E* or R2. Now we want to change the singular perturbation 
problem (4.6), to the regular perturbation problem of (4.7). So, first, we 
consider the system (4.7). We will prove that there exists a unique 
“horizontal” curve which is invariant under the flow of (4.7) and is globally 
attracting. Then, using singular perturbation theory [ 10, Theorem 9.11, we 
prove that the unique invariant restricted horizontal curve of (4.6), is 
globally attracting when E is small enough. Now we suppose that K > 1 and 
n is the smallest integer such that K(n- 1) >n (see Section II). Assume 
M = M, and (I + m,,)/K > M for some integer m. (m. > 3). Let 
7, :IL2=i1++, 
3 is the closed region on the 11/1-11/2 plane bounded by 7, and T2 (Fig. 4.4). 
DEFINITION 4.1. A curve I in 3 is called a reduced horizontal curve if I 
can be expressed in the form I/I~ = h(# ,), /I(+, + 27~) = /I($,) + 2?r, where h 
has continuous derivative and satisfies l/(n + l/2) < h’($,) < n + l/2. 
We have 
LEMMA 4.3. For any (1+9,~, $20)~ R2, the solution (e,(t), e2(r)) of (4.7) 
with initial conditions $,(O) = t+b,o, e2(0) = t,bzo satisfies that the exists a
FIGURE 4.4 
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T>O such rhat, for any r> T, ($,(t), tiz(t))e.% And, when (IL,,,, $*JE.% 
(IC/,(r), $2(f))cS/br any r20. 
For the proof refer to [4] 
LEMMA 4.4 For any reduced horizontal curve I, PA1 is still a reduced 
horizontal curve, where PA is the PoincarP map of (4.1) with time t, 
Pi: (lj/1o, tbZO)- (Ill,(t), IC12(t)), (+l(t), q2(t)) is the .dution of (4.7) with 
initial conditions $1~(0) = $,,,, 11/2(O) = ll/ZO. 
Prooj: Suppose 1: Ic/, = s, qz = h(s). Let +,(z, s), Il/*(r, s) be the solution 
of (4.7) with initial conditions I,G~(O, s) = s, ez(O, s) = h(s). Let 
q,i,r,‘,= (G,ld.s)(~ s), q2(t) = (GQ218s)(r, s) for fixed S. Then q,(t), q2(r) 
(4.8) 
where q,(O) = 1, q*(O) = h’(s) (s fixed). 
SO (ll(n + l/2)) s,(O) < ~~(0) 6 (n + l/2) q,(O). Obviously, what we want 
to prove is that q,(r)>0 and (l/(n+ 1/2))q,(r)<q,(r)<(n+ 1/2)q,(t) for 
any t > 0. Consider the flow of (4.8) in the region S= {(q,, q2) 1 
(ll(n+1/2))q,Qq2~(n+1/2)ql,q2>0} (Fig.4.5) 
FIGURE 4.5 
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According to the definition of n, we can easily prove that the direction 
of the flow of (4.8) on q2 = (n + l/2) q, (qI > 0) is toward the inside of s 
and the direction of the flow of (4.8) on q2 = (l/(n + l/2)) ‘1, (q, > 0) is also 
toward the inside of s. For ~~(0) = 1, ~~(0) = h’(s), and (q,(O), tfZ(0))~ 3, 
we must have q,(r) ~0 and (l/(n + l/2)) q,(t) < q2(f) < (n + l/2) q,(t) for 
any r 2 0. This proves the lemma. 1 
Now we call a region I7c 3 a horizontal strip if I7 is a region bounded 
by two reduced horizontal curves in 3. 
Let n= ((ti,, G2) I h,(l(l,)GIC12Gh2(ll/,)f, where 1, : $, =s, 11/2=hl(s) 
and I, : II/, = s, tjZ = h,(s) are two reduced horizontal curves in 3. The area 
of a horizontal strip I7 denoted by S, is defined by 
Obviously, PAI is still a horizontal strip for any t > 0. Furthermore we 
have 
LEMMA 4.5. SFon<e (--2K+2”Sn for any t>O. 
For the proof refer to [4]. 
THEOREM 4.6. There exists a unique invariant reduced horizontal curve 
l,c~suchthatP~l,=I,foranyt~R’,andn,3,P~~=I,. 
For the proof refer to [4]. 
COROLLARY 4.6.1. I, is the global attractor of (4.7). 
Now we consider the system (4.6),. Let 
E= {(O,O, $,, ti2) mod(O, 0,2n, 27~) 1 J/i~ R’, i= 1,2}, 
We have that E, c E. c E. Obviously, fi is a C3 manifold and E is a C 3 
submanifold of fi; Eo, E,, are compact subsets of n. 
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Making time change again, T = ~5,. and using ’ to denote d:dr,, we have 
ii= -i,+~(-sin(ll/,-;,)-K(IL,-II/,+i,-i,)+Z) 
ii= = -ir+&(-sin(lC/,-i,)-K(~,-IC/, +i, -ir)) 
II/;=C(-sin(l//,-i,)-K(II/,-II/,+i,-i,)+I) 
(4.9), 
$5 = E( -sin($, - iz) - K($2 - $, + Cl - ir)). 
Obviously, E entirely consists of the equilibrium points of (4.9)“. The 
linearization of (4.9), at every point of E is 
s;; = -S[, 
s<; = -S[, 
s*; =o 
s*; = 0. 
(4.10) 
Let 
A= 
O-l 0 0 
We have 
By the definition of nontrivial eigenvalues in [ lO](P,,) (the zero eigen- 
values corresponding to the tangent space of E are called trivial eigen- 
values, the remaining eigenvalues are called the nontrivial eigenvalues), 
we have that all the nontrivial eigenvalues of A are nonzero. In fact, they 
are -1. 
Now, instead of considering (4.9),, we consider 
ii= -5,+~(--in(~,-i,)-K(~,-ICI,+r,-r,)+I) 
G= -iz+&(--in(~,-i,)-K(I(I,-~,+I;,-i,)) 
II/;=~(--in(l(l,-i,)-K(~,-1(1,+~,-i,)+z) (4.9X 
II/;=&(--in(lC/,-i,)--(II/,-IC/,+i,-i,)) 
&‘=o. 
According to Theorem 9.1 of [IO], we have (for detail, refer to [lo]) 
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THEOREM 4.7. There exist an E,,> 0, a C2 center-stable manifold E3 
of (4.9): near & (&x (0) c ES), and a Cz center mantfold EC near 
&, (&,x (0) c,?‘) with the expression [i=ci($,, t/t=, E), ci(ll/, +2x, 
$2 + 2n9 &) = Ti($lv $29 &)* ii(+lr $2, O) = O* (sYi/s$j)($,* $2, O) = O9 
i, j= 1, 2 when (t/t,, I/I~)E&* and -cCg<e<.sO, where I!?,*= {(+,, t/r=) I 
(0, 0, $,, I++=) E &}. There exists a neighborhood 8, of I!?, such that 
A+(LI)={p~CIlp.[o,co)cLl}cE~, where U=O,X(--E,,,E~). 
Furthermore, there is a C’ family {9’(p) : & E,} of stable manifolds for 
ES. Each mantfold 9”(p) intersects .!?’ tranaersely in exactly one point. 
And, for any 0 < k,v < 1, there is a constant @Z, such that, if p E ES and 
qEF’(p), then 9”(p).rc.~“(p.~) and d(plr,q.r)<C,e-kS’d(p,q) for 
any 5 2 0 such that p. [0, r] c .!?I, where p. r 1. the flow of (4.9): with initial 
condition r=O, p.O=p. And, ifp~fix {E}, hen S’(p)cfix {E}. 
Now we have the center manifold EC of (4.9:. In the following, we want 
to restrict (4.9): to EC and change the singula perturbation problem (4.9): 
to the regular perturbation problem of (4.7). I fact, on the center manifold 
EC, the system (4.9): is reduced to the system 
$i =EC--in($, -il(til, y2, E)) 
-K(~,-~,+i,(~,,II/,,E)- I(l(llr+2,E))+Il 
b4 = EC - sin(ti2 - i2(+, , ti2, 6)) 
-K(~,-II/,+i,(ll/,,II/,,E)- 2(11/1*9*9E))l 
& = 0, (4.111, 
and C,=C,(lCI,,IC/2,e), i2=L(lC11,1C12,e) whefi(JI,,IC/2)EEO*r&E(--Egl&g). 
Suppose that Pi is the Poincare map of he following equations with 
time 1, O<.s<sO: 
Using the properties of (4.7), we have 
THEOREM 4.8. If (t,blo, l/lzo)e E,*, then P:($lO, I+~~~)E E,* for any (20 
and any sufficiently small E > 0; i.e., there exists an E, (0 c E, < E,,) such that, 
when O<ECE,, we have P:(ll/ 10, )//20) E fi for any I 3 0. And furthermore, if 
(Glo, t,bzo) E 3, then we have P:($,,, $zo)~ 3 for any t 20. So, when 
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O<&<E,, p=(il,i2, I++,, I)~,E)E,!? und ($,, Ic/z)g&?, we have p.r~i?’ 
for any 5 Z 0. 
THEOREM 4.9. When c (0 < t; < E, ) is small enough, there exists a unique 
reduced horizontal curve I c 3 such that PJ I = 1 for any t 2 0 and, for any 
(vQ,o, ll/zo) E J%+, d(Pf($,,, 1(1x,), 0 + 0 us t -+ x. 
Now we actually have proved that, on the center manifold, there exists 
a stable invariant manifold. Next, we want to prove the stability of the 
invariant restricted horizontal curve of (4.6), in the whole space. 
Let 
UC is a neighborhood of Eh. Obviously, for any p E U, and T > 0, p. T E U,. 
It is not difficult to prove that 
THEOREM 4.10. There exist a small open neighborhood 0 of E0 in R4 and 
c,>O such that, when OGE<E~, E:c ox {E} c U,. 
According to Theorems 4.7-4.10, we have 
THEOREM 4.11. For sufficiently small c (0 < E < Ed), there exists an 
intiariant curve 7of (4.9),:, ML7=7for any t ~0, where 7: [, =[,(lt/,, )Lz, E), 
L=iA$,r 11/z, E), 4, =s, 11/2=h&) satisfying [,($, +2n, ij2+2X,E)= 
r*($l9 $29 EL i*(((l, +27c, lClz+211,E)=iz(~,,IC/z,E), i,(‘k,,d’2,0)=0, 
i2($l,$2,0)=0, (ayilall/,)(lC/I,~2,0)=0, i,j=LL and W+2n)= 
h,(s)+2n, l/(n+ 1/2)6h:(s)<n+ l/2, (s, h,(s))E.% i,, iz, h,EC’. Further- 
more, 7 attracts 0; i.e., for any (ilO, izO, $lO, tbzo)~ 8, d(~i:(ilO, CzO, 
$,,,,t+bzO), 7) -0 as t + co, where fi: is the PoincarP map of (4.9), with 
time t. 
In the following, we suppose that O<E<.Q and 7:~,=[,(l(l,r$2,~), 
iz=~d’k,,‘h~,E)r $‘I=% $z=h,( s h SE R’, is an invariant curve of (4.9), 
which attracts 8 (c>O). We have that ~,:~,=IL,-~,(~,,~*,E), 1(1,=s, 
~++~=11/~-[~(+,,$~,~), $*=h&), seR’, is an invariant curve of (4.5), 
which attracts 0, (&>O), where 0, = {(4,, $,, 4*, $,) I (IL, -4, J12-42, 
$1, ICI2)E 0). so, 72 : 4, = s - r,(s, ?i;.(s), lly2). $1 = YS, 
i2f.c &(s), lh2), $2 = YJ+), 
42 = q.4 - 
s E R’, where L,,(s) = h,(s) and E = l/y2 is an 
invariant curve of (4.2) which attracts 8,, 0, = {(g,, $,, &, $2) 1 
((11/, -yQ,)/ji, (I/I~ -yqS2)kj, $,P;, $JY)E a}. From this, it is not difficult to
prove 
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THFKIREM 4.12, When y is large enough, we have that (S, x S,)n 
{lh-421~~~~~2and?; is a restricted horizontal curve in S1 x S, and is 
globally attracting for the system (4.2). 
Proof First of all, we know that there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
Now, if($,, 11/1,42, IC/~)E(S, xSJn {ld~--hl GM), we have ll(li-Ydil G 
2(2+KM+Z)/y, i=l,2. SO, l~i-y~il/Y~2(2+KM+Z)/y2, i=l, 2, and 
111/1-v521 G 1~1-Y~1+Y~I-Y~2+Y~*--21 G ltiI-YhI+Y h-421+ 
Iti2 - y#21 < 4(2 + KM + Z)/y + yM. Therefore, (l/y) I+, - ij21 < 
4(2 + KM + Z)/y’ + M. We know that (I+ m$/K > M. So, when y is large 
enough, we must have (bl, $i, b2, ti2)~ U2. This proves (S, x&)n 
{lh-421 <MI = 02. A ccording to the fact that A4;& =I, for any t E R, 
we must have that Z2~(S,xS2)n{I~,-#,I<M}. Now di(s+2x)= 
&+2n, $1(S+27c)=+r(s)+27cy, &(s+27r)=&(s)+271, $2(s+2a)= 
e2(s) + 2ny. It is not difficult to prove that ?; is a restricted horizontal 
curve and 72 attracts u, for the system (4.2). Therefore, & is globally 
attracting when y is large enough. B 
Now we have proved that, when K > 1, y > yo, there exists a unique 
invariant restricted horizontal curve of (4.2) and, when y > y. is large 
enough, the unique invariant restricted horizontal curve of (4.2) is globally 
attracting. So, the system behaves exactly as a one-dimensional system. 
Conjecture. We guess that, for any y 2 yo, the unique invariant 
restricted horizontal curve of (4.2) is globally attracting. 
So far, we have considered the coupled J-J systems without ac-current. 
We say that many of the above properties are also true for the coupled J-J 
system with ac-current. In next section, we will discuss the couple J-J 
system with ac-current. 
V. COUPLED J-J SYSTEM WITH ac-CURRENT 
In this section, we are considering the equations 
iI + ydl + sin #r + K(q5, - d2) = Z+ A sin wt 
6, + yd2 + sin d2 + K(d2 - dl) = 0. 
(5.1) 
We will prove that many properties of the coupled J-J system without 
ac-current are also true for the system (5.1). 
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If we make the transformation .r = 4, - 42, 1’ = (4, + 42)/2, then system 
(5.1) becomes 
1 
.V+yi++ssin 2~~~~y+2K 
I+A sinwl 
x- 
2K =’ > 
(5.2) 
j; + yj + sin y cos i ,r = 
l+Asinwl 
2 . 
We suppose that y2 > 5K, K> 1, and A # 0. Instead of considering (5.2), 
we consider 
ri= -yu-2sin i xcosy-2K 
( 
l+Asinof 
x- 
2K > (5.3) 
3 = v 
We have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1. On the x - u- plune, there exists a smooth closed curve f 
such that, if Q is the closed region bounded by r, then, for an-y 
(xo, uo, Y,, t.0) E R4, there exists a T> 0 such that, for t 2 T, the solution 
(x(t), u(t), y(t), v(t)) of(5.3) with initial value t=O, x=x0, y= yo, u=uo, 
v = v. satisfies (x(t), u(t))EL?. Furthermore, zf (x0, u,)~Ll, then, for any 
t>O, (x(t),u(t))EQ. And D is homeomorphic to D,, D,= {(x,u) 1 
s2+uZ,<1}. 
Let M = max cx. U,ER{ I-4, lull. We consider 
dI=A-Yh 
I,&,= -sind,-K(d,-4,)-I-A sin ot 
42=*2--42 
(5.4) 
Ij12 = -sin b2 - K(& - 4,). 
Let I,:II/,=y~,+(2+KM+I+IAI)/y, I,:+,=$-(2+KM+I+ 
IA()/y, S, is the closed region bounded by 1, and f2 on the 4, - $, plane; 
r, : tj2 = 7qS2 + (2 + KM)bi, 1, : ti2 = y& - (2 + KM)p/, S, is the closed 
region bounded by r, and 1, on the & - rj2 plane. Let To = 2~1~0. 
According to Theorem 5. I, we can easily prove the following theorem : 
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THEOREM 5.2. ThereexistsaN>Osuchthat,foruny(~,,, tiIO, &, $z,,)~ 
S, x Sz and l~lo-4zol GM the solution (h(t), ICll(t), h(t), $df)) of(5.4) 
with initial conditions t = 0, 4, = tilO, 11/, = tiIO, I& = &, e2 = tiZO satisfies 
(h(t), ICll(f)) E Sly (h(t), h(f)) E S2, and Ml(t) - h(f)1 G ~4 when t 2 NTo. 
In the following, we will use the definitions of horizontal curves and 
restricted horizontal curves given in Section II. We have 
THEOREM 5.3. There exists a y0 > 0 such that, for any y 2 yo, there exists 
a No > 0 such that MrT”I is still a restricted horizontal curve in S1 x S2 for 
any restricted horizontal curve 1, 1 c S1 x S,, and any m > No. Therefore, for 
any m > No, there exists at least one restricted horizontal curve, 1 c S, x Sa, 
such that MyTo = 1. 
Further, we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 5.4. For any solution of (5.4), (#l(t), I)~(c), &(t), &(t)), the 
limits lim,,, di(t)/t, lim,,, tii(t)/t (i= 1, 2), exist and lim,,, di(t)/t= 
lim ,+m 4Af)lt=lim,+, til(t)/V=lim,,, ti2(t)hf. Let V=lim,,, h(mTo)l 
2nm. V is independent of initial conditions. We call V the rotation number of 
the system (5.4). 
THEOREM 5.5. Zf V is ti rational number, then the system (5.4) has 
periodic solutions. Zf V is irrational, then the system (5.4) has no periodic 
solutions, but has quasi-periodic solutions. Furthermore, tf there is more than 
one periodic solution, they are phase locked to each other. 
Proof Suppose that V= q/p. Considering MpTOl, where 1 is the 
invariant restricted horizontal curve of MpTo in S, x S,, i.e., M~‘OTol = 1, 
we have that lim, _ o. d,(mNo To)/2nm = (q/p) No (rational). Acoording to 
the theory of the orientation-preserving map on a circle, we know that 
there exists a (ho, elo, ho, Ic/20) E 1 such that (h(pN, To), til(pNoTo), 
~(PN~T~), ti2(~NoTo)) = (ho, ho, ho, ho) + 2wNo(L Y, 1, Y), where 
(dl(t), Ii/i(t), &(t), $Jt)) is the solution of (5.4) with initial conditions 
(h(O), h(O), h(O), MU = (401y Il/oly bo2, God Therefore, Mt), W), 
d*(t), ti2(t)) is a periodic solution. 
Now if (h(t), Il/l(f)9 h(t), ICIAf)) and (&(t), $l(th i&(t), h(t)) are two 
periodic solutions, we have lim,, ,;b,(mTo)/27rm = lim,, o. ~,(mTo)/2~m. 
So, they are phase locked. 
If V is irrational, obviously, there are no periodic solutions. Considering 
M,NOT I,, we know that, for any (ho, $lo, ho, +20)~1, (h(t), Ii/l(t), Mf)y 
1,9*(t)) is a quasi-periodic solution. 1 
Conjecture. We guess that there exists a unique stable invariant 
restricted horizontal curve for the map MO . To And therefore, every solution 
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of (5.4) is asymptotically periodic or quasi-periodic. There is no chaotic 
motion for MA” in the sense that there are periodic solutions of any period. 
In the above, we considered the coupled J-J systems. Similarly, we can 
consider the n-coupled J-J systems. 
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